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Quiz!

1

What is one motivation of investigating logics that are
restrictions of FOL, e.g., modal logic, description logics?

2

Let X , Y be Boolean random variables. Given P(Y ) and
P(X |Y ), can we compute P(X )?

3

How does answering Prolog query p(X) differ from computing
a model in FOL, i.e., M |= ∃x.p(x) ?

Agenda
Topics:
• Image processing pipeline
• Feature detection: edge detection, contour extraction, line
detection
• Image understanding: Waltz algorithm, graphical models, DL
• Machine Learning in Computer Vision
Educational objectives: Being able to. . .
• define and explain tasks in computer vision
• explain and implement simple feature extraction methods (line
and contour detection)
• implement 3D reconstruction using Waltz algorithm
• describe applications of KR in computer vision
• describe machine learning applications in computer vision

What is computer vision?
Definition
Computer vision (CV) is the topic area in AI concerned with
connecting pixels to meaning.

low-level ... high-level

CV is a field with a wide range of applications, each of which with
their own set of specialised methods:
• Scene/ Image understanding: making sense out of everyday
observations
• Object recognition: identifying the class of an object, given
a picture showing an instance of the object class
• Face recognition: recognising human faces

• Object reconstruction: obtaining 3D models for 2D images
• stereo vision: sensor fusion of stereoscopic images

• Shape matching: recognising objects by shape only
• Identifying movement from video – of objects, of camera
• shape from texture, blob detection, feature detection

State of the Art in CV
CV is a very active field of research. It has brought up a set of
mature techniques, but dramatically falls behind human
capabilities.
• industrial applications (quality control) no longer regarded ‘AI’
• medical applications, e.g., cancer detection, robotic surgery
• robotics and autonomous driving

Intel.com

(Teichman, Levinson & Thrun, 2011)

Human Vision vs. CV
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Vision is controlled hallucination (M. Clowes, 1971)

Example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VTNmLt7QX8E
Marianne Simmel & Fritz Heider, 1944

Image Processing Pipeline
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image e.g., by CCD sensor (charge-coupled device) – other
imaging technique possible (radar, sonic, fMRI, etc.)
pre-processing aims to undo problems introduced by digital
imaging (e.g., colour values across light situations,
perspective distortion from lens)
Both aspects addressed in media informatics – we skip them here!

Feature Detection
Definition
A feature is any piece of information about image content that
can be derived from an image. Often, features are local to some
part of the image and their location matters.
Examples
• local maxima of brightness
• points of high contrast
• specific shapes, e.g., circles
• SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform), SURF (speeded up
robust featrues)
One can distinguish low-level features (e.g., local contrast) from
high-level features (e.g., contour represented as polygonal line).
Some high-level features may be derived from low-level ones.

Edge Detection
Motivation: connected contours of high contrast (e.g., in
brightness) can outline the contour of objects
segmentation.
Question: How can we compute areas of high contrast?

Edge Detection
Motivation: connected contours of high contrast (e.g., in
brightness) can outline the contour of objects
segmentation.
Question: How can we compute areas of high contrast?
Idea: Consider derivative of signal!
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• compute derivatives in all directions, not just horizontally
• problem: real images (and objects) don’t exhibit clear edges,
but are often blurred, noisy, or may contain distortions

Digital Geometry
Problem 1: Computing derivatives with discrete noisy data
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Digital Geometry
Problem 1: Computing derivatives with discrete noisy data
Intensity I (x)
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Problem 2: Directions on a discrete grid
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Canny Edge Detector
Edge detector proposed by John F. Canny (1986) implements a
multi-stage algorithm that avoids double detection (see image last
slide) and robustly identifies the location of the edge.
1 Apply Gaussian filter for smoothing to cancel out noise
!
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Canny Edge Detector
Edge detector proposed by John F. Canny (1986) implements a
multi-stage algorithm that avoids double detection (see image last
slide) and robustly identifies the location of the edge.
1 Apply Gaussian filter for smoothing to cancel out noise
2 Compute intensity gradients
Compute average of derivative in horizontal, diagonal and
vertical direction
q
|∇I | = Dh2 + Dv2 + Dd2
Note, one can also compute a direction using atan2(Dv , Dh ).

Canny Edge Detector

I

Edge detector proposed by John F. Canny (1986) implements a
multi-stage algorithm that avoids double detection (see image last
slide) and robustly identifies the location of the edge.
1 Apply Gaussian filter for smoothing to cancel out noise
2 Compute intensity gradients
3 Group close-by local maxima
Idea: If computation of derivatives averages of k pixels, there
cannot be two maxima for the same direction of edges within
k pixels; estimate single maximum location!

x
shift red curve for best fit (implemented differently in original paper)
note: direction x aligned with edge gradient ∇I

Canny Edge Detector
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Edge detector proposed by John F. Canny (1986) implements a
multi-stage algorithm that avoids double detection (see image last
slide) and robustly identifies the location of the edge.
1 Apply Gaussian filter for smoothing to cancel out noise
2 Compute intensity gradients
3 Group close-by local maxima
4 Thresholding
Idea: do not compare against fixed threshold, but consider
noise close-by, i.e. estimate
P(I (xi ) is edge |I (xi−k ), . . . I (xi+k )):
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proximity of blue curve and threshold ∼ risk of spurious peaks

Canny Edge Detector
Edge detector proposed by John F. Canny (1986) implements a
multi-stage algorithm that avoids double detection (see image last
slide) and robustly identifies the location of the edge.
Apply Gaussian filter for smoothing to cancel out noise

2

Compute intensity gradients

3

Group close-by local maxima

4

Thresholding

5

Edge tracking boosts weak edges close to strong ones and
suppresses isolated weak ones
Idea: Hysteresis in thresholding achieves continuity
threshold

1

x
lower threshold if edge is detected, raise threshold away from edges

Example Canny Edge Detector

http://matlabserver.cs.rug.nl/cgi-bin/matweb.exe

Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
(x0 , y0 ) ← find unvisited edge pixel in E
3:
(x, y , d) ← (x0 , y0 , up)
4:
C ← []
.empty list
5:
repeat
6:
C ← consNew((x, y ), C )
.only cons if elem6= head
7:
if nextPixel(E, (x,y,d))=‘unvisited edge’ then
8:
mark (x, y ) as ‘visited’ in E
3
9:
(x, y ) ← nextPosition(x,y,d)
10:
else if no full turn without moving then
2
11:
d ← turnRight(d)
1
12:
else
0
13:
x ← NaN
14:
end if
0 1 2 3 4 5
15:
until (x, y ) = (x0 , y0 ) ∨ x = NaN
C=[]
16:
return C
17: end function

Extracted contours a rich in information, they can be used in
shape matching algorithms for object recognition.

Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
(x0 , y0 ) ← find unvisited edge pixel in E
3:
(x, y , d) ← (x0 , y0 , up)
4:
C ← []
.empty list
5:
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6:
C ← consNew((x, y ), C )
.only cons if elem6= head
7:
if nextPixel(E, (x,y,d))=‘unvisited edge’ then
8:
mark (x, y ) as ‘visited’ in E
3
9:
(x, y ) ← nextPosition(x,y,d)
10:
else if no full turn without moving then
2
✔
11:
d ← turnRight(d)
1
12:
else
0
13:
x ← NaN
14:
end if
0 1 2 3 4 5
15:
until (x, y ) = (x0 , y0 ) ∨ x = NaN
C=[(1,1)]
16:
return C
17: end function

Extracted contours a rich in information, they can be used in
shape matching algorithms for object recognition.

Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
(x0 , y0 ) ← find unvisited edge pixel in E
3:
(x, y , d) ← (x0 , y0 , up)
4:
C ← []
.empty list
5:
repeat
6:
C ← consNew((x, y ), C )
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mark (x, y ) as ‘visited’ in E
3
9:
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10:
else if no full turn without moving then
2
✔
11:
d ← turnRight(d)
1
12:
else
0
13:
x ← NaN
14:
end if
0 1 2 3 4 5
15:
until (x, y ) = (x0 , y0 ) ∨ x = NaN
C=[(1,2),(1,1)]
16:
return C
17: end function

Extracted contours a rich in information, they can be used in
shape matching algorithms for object recognition.

Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
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Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
(x0 , y0 ) ← find unvisited edge pixel in E
3:
(x, y , d) ← (x0 , y0 , up)
4:
C ← []
.empty list
5:
repeat
6:
C ← consNew((x, y ), C )
.only cons if elem6= head
7:
if nextPixel(E, (x,y,d))=‘unvisited edge’ then
8:
mark (x, y ) as ‘visited’ in E
3
9:
(x, y ) ← nextPosition(x,y,d)
10:
else if no full turn without moving then
2
✔
✔
✔
11:
d ← turnRight(d)
1
12:
else
0
13:
x ← NaN
14:
end if
0 1 2 3 4 5
15:
until (x, y ) = (x0 , y0 ) ∨ x = NaN
C=[(2,2),(1,2),(1,1)]
16:
return C
17: end function

Extracted contours a rich in information, they can be used in
shape matching algorithms for object recognition.

Contour Extraction
As an example for a higher-level feature detector, object contours
can be extracted by contour walking or contour tracing
1: function ContourWalk(E )
.Boolean bitmap of edges
2:
(x0 , y0 ) ← find unvisited edge pixel in E
3:
(x, y , d) ← (x0 , y0 , up)
4:
C ← []
.empty list
5:
repeat
6:
C ← consNew((x, y ), C )
.only cons if elem6= head
7:
if nextPixel(E, (x,y,d))=‘unvisited edge’ then
8:
mark (x, y ) as ‘visited’ in E
3
9:
(x, y ) ← nextPosition(x,y,d)
10:
else if no full turn without moving then
2
✔
✔
✔
✔
11:
d ← turnRight(d)
1
12:
else
0
13:
x ← NaN
14:
end if
0 1 2 3 4 5
15:
until (x, y ) = (x0 , y0 ) ∨ x = NaN
C=[(3,4),(2,2),(1,2),(1,1)]
16:
return C
17: end function

Extracted contours a rich in information, they can be used in
shape matching algorithms for object recognition.

Shape Matching
Objective: Given two shapes (e.g., by their contour), compute
distance measure. Challenges:
• Recognition independent of rotation and scale
• Occlusion in images
• Noise in shape extraction, e.g., cracks affecting contours

?
invariances (example
from MPEG-7 shape
descriptor evaluation)

occlusion

crack

Shape Matching
Several approaches:
• Using contours or true-false bitmaps as input, compute a
vector of shape features and compare them using vector
distance. Example: moments
• Determine curve alignment by computing a mapping from
points of one contour to another that minimises a target
function. Example: deformation energy
• Determine shape skeleton (extended Voronoi diagram) and
perform graph matching (e.g., edit distance)

curve alignment

shape skeleton (Siddiqi et al., 2002)

Hough Transformation
Observation: human-made objects often exhibit straight edges.
The Hough transformation is a general approach to find
parametric geometric objects (e.g., lines, circles) in digital images.
We consider the case of line detection.
• As input consider edge detection output, i.e., e(x, y ) → {0, 1}
• Lines represented as d = x · cos(φ) + y · sin(φ)
• φ ∈ [0, π) is orientation (lines are undirected)
• d is distance from origin, i.e., bound by input image size

• Lines are represented discretely, i.e., distances are integers,
k
, k = 0, . . . , N
orientation N·π
(x, y )
d
φ
Hesse normal form φ, d

lines containing (x, y )

Hough Transformation

1: function HoughLines(E , X , Y
√) .Boolean bitmap X × Y of edges
2:
Initialise matrix M of size d X 2 + Y 2 e × 91 to all zeros . may

use other resolution
3:
for x ∈ {0, . . . , X − 1}, y ∈ {0, . . . , Y − 1} do
4:
if E (x, y ) = 1 then
.edge?
5:
for k ∈ {0, . . . , 90} do
π
6:
φ ← k 90
7:
d ← x · cos(φ) + y · sin(φ)
8:
Mbdc,k ← Mbdc,k + 1
9:
end for
10:
end if
11:
end for
π
12:
return {(k 90
, d)|Md,k > γ}
.Threshold γ for detection
13: end function

3D Reconstruction
Images depict projections of 3D objects.
Question: How can we reconstruct 3D objects from 2D images?
• Parts of the object are occluded in 2D image
• Stereoscopic vision or depth cameras (“RGB+D”)
• Consider shading
• Reason about possible configurations, e.g., of edges or
physical stability

depth image

shading

edge configurations

Waltz Algorithm
Waltz’ algorithm (1975, some extensions later) allows
reconstruction of polyhedra from line drawings.
• Applicable to edges extracted from photographic images
• As of today, mainly educational since more advanced (but
more complicated!) techniques exist, e.g., using physical
constraints (static objects are supported, ...)

(Waltz, 1975)

Waltz Algorithm: Corner Types
In a consistent drawing of polyhedra, one can distinguish several
types of line junctions:
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In the following, we restrict ourselves to junctions occurring in a
box world (only cuboid objects).

Waltz Algorithm: Line Labels
• Each line in a drawing connects two junctions
• Lines are labeled according to their possible semantics
• Each line must be labeled with a unique category, labels must
be consistent with junction types

C
+

shadow edge (directed!)
crack edge
concave edge
convex edge
obscuring edge

Waltz Algorithm: Constraints
Set of consistent edge labels per junction type:
L type
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Fork
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+

−

−−

++

−

+

+

−

+
−
T type
Waltz algorithm: pose search for consistent labelling as CSP, solve
CSP using backtracking search!
Note: In 1975, efficient CSP algorithms were not known – original
paper appears somewhat long-winded today

Example: KR in CV
In high-level computer vision – scene understanding – techniques
are just data-based (e.g., like edge detection), but are often
knowledge-based, i.e., they employ some knowledge about objects,
their configurations, etc.
• Graphical models ( tutorial) have proven well-suited to
represent probabilistically how object presence is a result of
feature detection. Example: P(cat|furry tail) = 0.7
• Description logics have been used to describe variations of
abstract concepts, possibly combined with qualitative logics

B. Neumann, 2004

Machine Learning in CV
We have seen several parameters in the methods discussed today:
• Noise filtering (erosion, dilation) is based on kernel type and
sizes (OK, we skipped those)
• Canny edge detection applies Gaussian blur using some σ 2 ,
edge detection approximates gradients over k pixels
• In shape recognition, we say shape A and B match if
d(A, B) < c for some threshold and distance measure d
Methodological question: How do we choose appropriate values
for all these parameters?
• Impossible to compute optimal choices analytically
• Thus, we have to try out parameter choices
• evaluation using a fixed data set
• identify parameters which yield lowest error rate in data set
• challenge: data sets are often biased ( machine learning)

• We want the computer to search for parameter choices for us:
machine learning (of parameters)

Convolution
Observation: Several filters (e.g., edge detection, blur) can be
implemented as convolution.

Definition (Convolution)
Z

+∞

(f ∗ g )(t) :=

f (τ )g (t − τ )dτ
− ∞

R
R
Generalises to higher dimensions: · · · f (~τ )g (tP
− ~τ )dτ1 . . . dτn
Convolution can be implemented digitally using
and finite
vectors (matrices) for g .
Examples: Gaussian Blur of 1D intensity image I by
I0 = G ∗ I
x2
1
G (x) = √
e − 2πσ2
2πσ 2


Gaussian convolution matrix for 3 × 3 2D filter:

1
16


1 2 1
· 2 4 2 
1 2 1

Convolutional Networks
Idea: Instead of choosing parameters for filters that can be realised
using convolution, choose discrete representation of the
convolution function, i.e., the convolution matrix itself
• Idea is implemented in machine learning using so-called
convolutional neural networks (CNN)
• Ability to learn convolution functions increases flexibility, e.g.,
the choice and order of filters to be applied can be learned
within a single framework
• Downside: much more training data required

Illustration: Aphex34,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=45679374

CV Today
With CNN and related techniques, CV has advanced rapidly
• Machine learning more effective than manual tuning
• Large datasets available (millions of images per category)
• Bias problems still remains!
• Current trend: augment CNN learning to integrate semantic
networks, e.g., extracted from textual descriptions

Chen et al., 2018

Limitations of Learning
Machine learning generalises from a dataset – no guarantee that a
system works if confronted with images not ‘similar’ to dataset
• ‘Similarity’ to datasets cannot be judged
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Networks’ (Su et al., 2017): changing one single pixel
changes outcome of detector!

Limitations of Learning
Machine learning generalises from a dataset – no guarantee that a
system works if confronted with images not ‘similar’ to dataset
• ‘Similarity’ to datasets cannot be judged
• Applying CNNs to new images can lead to surprising results
• Infamous paper: ‘One Pixel Attack for Fooling Deep Neural
Networks’ (Su et al., 2017): changing one single pixel
changes outcome of detector!

Summary

• computer vision (CV) – from well-defined industrial
application to human-like image understanding
• Challenges: input is noisy and distorted; occlusion
• Low-level data-driven techniques (e.g., filters)
• Medium-level techniques (e.g., shape recognition)
• High-level techniques (e.g., object recognition, scene
understanding)
• Integration of KR and CV
• Machine learning techniques important for CV: numerical
optimisation for parameter fitting, classifier learning, CNNs
• Impressive performance possible – impressive failures, too
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